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论 文 摘 要 
 






    本文的结构如下： 























































As an infrastructure of e-business, the third-party platform has been becoming 
an important  portion of internet economy. More and more enterprises and people 
develop their business through the third-party platform, it has good prospect. The 
paper tries to offer an indifferent analysis of the pricing problem of the third-party 
e-business plaftorm, which is a special information commodity,and proposes some 
correlative strategies and models. This paper also discusses the evaluation of the 
functions, servies that the third-party platforms provides and gives a relatively deep 
cost-benefit  analysis of the e-business from both the platform operators’ and 
customers’ points of view.   
The paper is consisted as follows: 
Chapter one discusses the important information economy rules that the 
third-party e-business platform operating should follow, such as the increasing return 
in internet economy ,network effect. 
Chapter two introduces the different kinds of the third-party e-business 
platform models, points out that the third-party e-business platform has good 
prospect, gives an analysis of some factors that are important to the operation of the 
third-party platform. 
Chapter three analyses the third-party e-business platform’s three pricing 
targets from the view of market, profit and credit. The three targets is an organic 
whole, platform operators should consider them carefully before pricing.  
Chapter four analyses the pricing strategy of the third-party e-business 
platform. Firstly, outlines the cost factors which in relation to price. Secondly, points 
out the abuse of traditional pricing method, operators should adopt the value-based 
pricing method and consider their market share as a very important factor.  
Chapter five gives some quantitative analyses for the third-party platform’s 
pricing problem and offers a pricing model, discusses the e-business platform, as a 
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commodity in its value and use value.  
Chapter six discusses the measures used by the platform operators to adjust the 
price, analyses the adjustment’s different effects on customers, competitors. 
Discusses the advantages and disadvantages of pricing competition, and offers some 
strategies for platform operators to win the pricing competition. 
Chapter seven discusses the evaluation of the functions and services of the 
third-party e-business platform, including the basic function the third-party platform 
should provide, offers some guide lines for choosing the third-party platform, gives 
the material suggestion for traditional company to choose the third-party platform. 
Chapter eight analyses another level problem when traditional company 
choosing the third-party platform, gives the cost-benefit analysis of the e-business, 
help traditional company to choose the platform from the view of its return,it also 
help the operators to design and develop their  platform properly and choose the 
valuable customers.  
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    网络的最终目的便是缩短“距离”。而这正是我们衡量、决定 
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益同样十分巨大。以 IBM为例，1999年 IBM的全球电子商务交易额为 140亿
美元，通过让顾客在其网上寻求技术帮助解决疑难问题节省了 7.5 亿美元；在
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